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Tu cker has formulated the Dua lity Theore m of Linear Programming in term s of orthogonality 
prope rties of a pair of compleme ntary orthogonal linear manifold s with respec t to the positive orthant. 
This theorem is ge nera li zed by s ubs tituting co mpl e mentary polar con ical sets for co mlJl e me ntary 
orthogonal linear manifolds, and the gene ralization is proved unde r s imple s tability ass umptions. 
Equiva lence to Fenchel's Duality Th eorem for conju gate convex functions is establi shed. There are 
s trong pa ra ll e li s ms to work by Kre tschmer. 
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1. Introduction 

Two linear manifolds M a nd N in R" are called orthogonal , if (X I -X2 )T(YI -Y2 ) = 0 hold s 
whe never XI, X 2 EM and YI , LEN. They a re call ed complementary orthogonal, if th ey are orthogonal , 
if their intersec tion is of dime nsion zero , and if the ir dime nsions add up Lo n. 

The following formulation of the duality theorem of Lin ear Programming has bee n given by 
Tucke r [1]: I 

THEOREM M: Suppose M and N are complementary orthogonal linear manifolds both of which 
meet the nonnegative orthant Hal. Then there exist two nonnegative vectors U and Y such that 
UEM, V EN, and Ury = 0 (fig. 1). 

*A n in vited papeL 

F IGU RE 1. Orthogonal solutions U, V for complementaryortlwgonal 
manifolds M, N. 

** Prese nl address: Boeing Scie nt ific Hesearch Labora tories, Mathe matics Resea rch Laboratory, Seatt le. Was hington 98 111 . 

I Figures in brac ke ts indica te the literature refe rences a t the end of thi s paper. 
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The purpose of this paper is to extend the above theorem to pairs of "complementary polar 
conical sets." 

We say that two sets F and G are 

complementary polar conical sets, 

if F=P+ C and G = Q + Cp for some points P, Q, and some cone C with C= Cpp. Here CP denotes 
the (negative) polar of the cone C , i. e., 

CP= {Y I fTX ~ 0 for all XeC}. 

We want to consider the existence of nonnegative vectors U and V such that UeF, VeG, and 
UTV = 0, where F and G are complementary polar conical sets. This statement generalizes Theorem 
M, since each pair of complementary orthogonal manifolds is also a pair of complementary polar 
conical sets (fig. 2) . Carrying the generalization of Theorem M still further, we drop the nonnegativity 
hypothesis for U and V and require instead that 

UeK, Ve-Kp 

for some given (closed) cone K (fig. 3). 

FIGU RE 2 . Orthogonal solutions U, V for complementary polar FIG URE 3. Orthogonal solutions U, V for complementary polar 
conic(d sets F, G with respect to Rffi. conical sets F, G with respect to cones K, - KP. 

In the case of manifolds, the vectors U and V are usually unique, whereas the¥ are typically 
not unique in all other cases . Therefore we require in addition that the vectors U - P and V - Q 
be orthogonal- a condition satisfied in the case of manifolds. We say that U and V form a pair of 

orthogonal solutions 

of the complementary polar sets F and G with respect to the cone K. 
It would appear natural to generalize even further by adding points P', Q' to K and - Kp , 

respectively. Orthogonal solutions would then be defined as satisfying 

UE(P+C) n (P' +K), Ve(Q+Cp) n (Q' -Kp) 

(U-P)T(V_Q) =0= (U-P')T(V-Q'). 
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However, the linear transformations U:=U-pl, V:=V-Q', P:=P-P', Q:=Q_Q' reduce 
thi s case immediately to 

(U- P) T(V -Q) =0= UTV. 

Therefore it is no restriction of generality to assume pi = Q ,= 0, and this will be done throughout 
this paper. 

2. Propositions 

The first extension of Theorem M concerns the special class of polyhedral conical sets, that is, 
conical sets that are intersections of finitely many closed halfspaces. If F = P + C is such a conical 
set, then so is G = Q + CP, and C = CpP. Here R may be any ordered field. 
THEOREM P: If F and G are complementary polar polyhedral conical sets both of which meet 
polyhedral cones K and - KP respectively, then F, G possess orthogonal solutions UEK, V E - KP. 

If R is the field of real numbers, then the relation C = On) charac terizes closed cones . The 
following example shows that general co mple mentary polar conical sets need not admit orthogonal 
solutions, eve n if both mee t the nonnegative orthant K = - KP = R fE. Consider 

This is a circ ular co ne with an opening angle of 90°. Clearly CP= - C. Choose P = Q= (1,0, O)T. 
The n (fig. 4) 

F IGU RE 4 . Example for nonexistence of orthogonal solutions: Two 
ci rcular cones with a.ngle of 90 0 at apex, meetin.g the positive 
ortha.nt in two rays F and C. 
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FnR$,={p+e(o,o, lr'I8 ~0} 

C n R$'= {Q+e(O, 1, OF I e ~ O} 

and these sets have no orthogonal points in common. 
Thus we need additional conditions in order to extend Theorem M to general conical sets in 

the real space R ". 
A point D of a closed cone C is called 

stable in C 

if the coni c al hull '(f (C U (-D» is again closed. 
If D li es in the relative interior of C , which we s hall denote by C I, then D is stable in C. Indeed, 

" D=LA;u; 
i = t 

where A;EC, u; > 0, and k=dim 2' (C) , where 2' (C) denotes the linear hull ofC. Thus AI, ... , 
A", -D span positively the linear hull of C. If therefore DECI then '(f (C U (-D» = 2' (C), and 
linear subspaces of R " are closed. 

If D belongs to a polyhedral cone C, then '(f ( C U (- D» is again a polyhedral cone and therefore 
closed. Thus every point of a polyhedral cone C is stable in C. 

Further we need the notion of a 

direction of infinity. 

Vector D is a direction of infinity of F with respect to Q, and vector E a direction of infinity of C 
with respect to P, F 

(i) DEK, EE- KII 

(ii) DEC, EEC II 

(iii) D'f'Q=O, P'f'E=O, 

(1) 

respectively. Zero vectors are included in this definition, sin ce this will simplify statements later on. 
The name "directions of infinity" has been prompted by the following fact: 

IfU, V are orthogonal solutions ofF, G, then so are U+8D, V + 7Ejor all 8, 7 ~ O. (2) 

Indeed, (l.ii) and (l.iii) imply in view of polarity: 

DTV = DT(V - Q) :S Of or aLL VEG 

UTE = (U - P)TE :S 0 for aLI UEF. 

From (l.i) one obtains again in view of polarity: 

DTV=DT(V-Q)=Ofor aLL VEG n -K" 

UTE= (U - P)TE= 0 for aLL UEF n K. 

Finally, since E + QEG n - K", 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Proposition (2) now follows from (4) and (5): (U +8D)"(V+7J<.') =U'f'V=O, (U+8D-P)'f'(V+7E-Q) 
= (U-PF(V-Q)=O. U+8DEF n K and V+TEEC n -KII is plain, as DEC n K andEEC"n -KP. 
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Weare now able to formulate the general 

THEOREM S: S uppose F = P + C and G = Q+ CP are a pair of complementary polar sets. IfF and 
G both meet the closed cones K and - KP respectively, and if aLL 2 directions of infinity of Fare 
stable in C and K, while all directions of infinity ofG are stable in CP and - KP, then F , G possess 
orthogonal solutions UeK, Ve - KP. 

Let v« (S) d e note the affine hull of a se t 5 c;;, R II and let S I stand for the interior of 5 with respec t 
to the relative topology in v« (5) . W e call SI the relative interior of S. Then we have as a corollary 
to Theorem S: 
THEOREM I: If F and G are complementary polar conical sets in the real space R n, and iJ 
flnKI ¥- 0, Gin (- KP) I ¥- 0, then F and G possess orthogonal solutions UeK, Ve -KP. 

This follows immediately from the following 
LEMMA: 1f Gin (- KP)I ¥- 0, then -DeCnK holds for every direction of infinity D ofF= P+ C. 
PROOF: By (3), the plane H = {X I D'IX = o} is a supporting plane of G. Since GI n (- [(p) I ¥- ¢ 

by hypothes is and H :> G n (- KP) by (4), we have H n GI ¥- ° and H n (- KP) I¥- ¢. Any supporting 
plane of a c onvex set 5 which meets the relative interior 51 must contain 5. Hence H:>G and 
H:> - /(p. In view of (l.iii) we have H:> C - Q = Cp. This is equiva lent to - DeC. - DeK follows 
from H=- H:>Kp. _:l 

Theorem P for the real space R /I also follows from Theorem S. Indeed , if C and K are polyhedral 
cones, they have a finite number of generators , as have CP and - [(p. But then so have ~ (C u {- D} ) , 
~ (KU{- D}) , ~ (cPU{- E}) , ~ (-[(P U{- E}) , which are th erefore again polyhedral cones 
and therefore closed, no matter what D and E are selected . 

3. Uniqueness 

Let us brie fly examine the uniqueness of orthogonal solution s U, V, however only in the 
case [( = - ~ /1 = RI/,. If there exis ts an index i s uch that Ui = V i = 0 , we say that U and V ha ve a com

mon zero. In the case of manifolds, there is a known result: 
THEOREM U: Orthogonal solutions with a common zero exist ifand only if the orthogonal solutions 
are not unique. 
The "only if" part of Theorem U is commonly deduced from the following state ment : 
THEOREM V: If complementary orthogonal manifolds M, N possess orthogonal solutions at all, 
then they possess orthogonal solutions without a common zero. 

The analogous state ments for comple mentary polar conical se ts do not hold. Consider for 
example the following polyhedral conical sets: 

F,~ {(;) x+y '" 3, x-y+, ,n, - x+y+," ,] 

G,~ {(;) x+y" 3, -x+y+2, '" 2, x-y+ 2, '" + 
The above two sets are co mple me ntary polar, with P = Q= (i, t, IF. The orthogonal solutions are 

2 It will become a pparent from the proof of Theorem 5, that il s uffi ces to require I hal there e xi s ts at leas t o ne stab le direction in t he re lati ve int erio r of the co ne o f 

direc tions of infinit y. 

:I The horizontal ba r at th e e nd ora pa rag raph marks tennination of a proof. 
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They are not unique in spite of the absence of common zeros . Thus the "if' part of Theorem U 
is not valid for complementary polar conical sets. 

As a counterexample for Theorem V consider the conical sets: 

Here F n RBI and e n R;j,l are the nonnegative parts of the z axis and the y axis, respectively. Hence 
x=O for all UEF n RttJ' and VEe n R$'. Note that in this example the existence of orthogonal solutions 
cannot be inferred from Theorem S. 

4. Proofs 

We proceed to prove Theorem P. The proof of Theorem S will then be based on Theorem P. 

PROOF OF THEOREM P: Let UEK, VE-Kp be vectors in F, e respectively. By the definition of 
the polar (U -P)T(V -Q) ~o as well as UTV~ O. Thus 

(6) 

for UEF n K and VEe n (- Kp), and 

is necessary and sufficient for UTV=O and (U-P)T(V-Q)=O to hold simultaneously. The 
existence of a pair of orthogonal solutions U and V is therefore equivalent to the following linear 
program having an optimal value of zero: 

Minimize UI'Q+ pTV - PTQ over U, V subject to 

UEP+ C, UEK 

VEQ+ CP, VE- KP. 

(7) 

Program (7) is separable: The pair U, V is an optimal solution of (7) if and only if V and V are 
optimal solutions of the following two programs respectively: 

and 

Minimize UTQ over U subject to 

UEP+C, UEK, 

Minimize pTV - PTQ over V subject to 

VEQ+ CP, VE- KP. 

By hypothesis, C and K are polyhedral cones 

C= {S IATS ~ O}, K= {BZ IZ ~ O} 

0= {ATI T~ O} , -Kp= {WIBTW ~ a}. 

(8) 

(9) 

One has U=BZ= P+S with Z ~ 0, ATS ~ 0, and V= Q+ AT with T ~ 0, BTV~ O. In terms of 
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Z and T the programs (8) and (9) thus reduce to 

'Minimize ZTBTQ with Z subject to 

_ATBZ ~ _ATp 

Z ~ O, 

Maximize - PTAT with T subject to 

-WAT ,;;; BTQ 

T~O. 

(10) 

(11) 

The programs (10) and (11) are clearly duals of each other. The duality theorem of linear 
programming then gives ZTBTQ = - PTAT or 

as UT = ZTBT and AT= V - Q, for optimal solutions Z and T of programs (10) and (11), respectively. 
The existence of optimal solutions follows from the hypothesis , that F and G meet K and - KJJ, 
respectively , and that therefore feasible solutions to both programs exist. -
PROOF OF THEOREM S: Let DF be the set of all directions of infinity of F= P+ C, and similarly 
let Dc be the set of all directions of infinity of G= Q+ CP. Plainly, DF and Dc are closed convex 
cones. Moreover, by the stability hypothesis of Theorem S, 

the four cones 

are closed . 

'6" (C U - DF) = C - DF = C+ Lp, LF : =2' (Dd = Dp- DF, 

'6" (0 U - Dc) = 0 - Dc= C" + Lc , Lc: =2' (Dc) = Dc - Dc, 

'6" (K U -DF) = K - DF = K+LF' 

'6" (- K" U - Dc) = - KIJ- Dc=- K" + Lc 

(12) 

To see, for instance that C + Lp is closed, let Do be any point in the relative interior D:' of DF. 
Then '6" (D F U {-Do})=LF and therefore C+LF= '6" (C U {-Do}). The latter cone is closed 
since Do is stable by hypothesis.-

Next we show that without loss of generality , we may assume that 

(13) 

To prove this we shall use on several occasions the following simple lemma whose verification is 
left to the reader: 

Let L be a linear manifold in R n, and let A and B be any sets in R n. Then A ~ L implies 

A+ (B n L)= (A+B) n L. (14) 

We return to proving that (13) constitutes no restriction of generality. Suppose the pairs of 
cones C, C" and K, - KJJ do not satisfy (13). Then we consider the following modified pairs 

C: = (C+LF)nLt ,b:=(CIJ+Lc;) nL f, . 

K:=(K+L F ) nLt ,-KIJ:=(-KIJ+Lc;) nL f . 

The (closed) cones C and CP are indeed polars of each other, as are K and KP, since by (5) , we have 

(15 ) 
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and (14) then gives 

K= (K n Lt ) +L/'. 

Polarizing these equations yields in view of (12) 

and finally 

- KP = (-KP - Lc;) n - (Lf.) = (-K7J + Lc) nLf.. 

Next we verify that C, CJl and K, - KfJ indeed satisfy (13). To this end we denote by CF , Cc; 
the cones of directions of infinity of F: = P + C, C: = Q + CJl with respect to K, - KP. Let then 

DECF~CnK. As C + LF = C-CF, since LF = CF - CP and CF'~C, we have D= D,-D2 where 
D,EC and D2ECF. Similarly, D= D3 - D4 where D:J EK and D4 ECr,. We claim D, + D4ECF • Indeed, 
(D,+D4 )TQ = (D + D2 + D4 )TQ=tJTQ+DW+DW = O; D, + D4 EC as D,EC , D4ECr~C; D, + D4 

= D2 + D3EK as D2ECF~K , D3EK. Clearly, D2 + D4ECF• Thus D= (D, + D4 ) - (D2 + D4 )ECF - CP = LF . 

This proves CV~Ll". Now LF~Cn Kby the definitions of C and K, and in view of LF~Lt (15). 
Moreover, iJTQ=o for every iJELF= CF-CF by (1.iii). Thus, and by an analogous argument for G, 

(16) 

This clearly implies (13) for C and K. Moreover it shows that ~ (C u {- D} ) = C, ~ (Cll U {- E} ) = Cp 
for all DECF and EECe. In other words, all directions in infinity of F, C are stable (the reader should 
recall at this point, that the construction of F, G did require that the original sets F, G had only 
stable directions of infinity). 

By (4), 

(17) 

Since PELe by (1.iii), application of (14) yields 

Hence, 

ft n K= (P+C+LF) n (K+Lv) n Lt :2 F n K n Lt 

By (17), and an analogous argument for G, 

ft n K :2 F n K and G n (- K Jl) :2 G n (- K Jl) . (18) 

This shows that if F, G meet K, - Kp , respectively, then ft, G meet K, - KIJ. 
Altogether, we have seen that if F , G, K satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5 , then so do 

ft, G, K. It re mains to be shown that if ft, G possess orthogonal solutions (lEK, VE - Kp, the n orthog-
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onal solutions Ud(, VE-KIJ of F, C can be derived from them . As (fEF=P+C-CI'=F-CI', 
there exist U1EF, D1EC,.· suc h that U=U1-D1. As Od( there exist U2EK and D2EC,.· suc h that 
U=Ut -D2 _ Th e n U:=U1 +D2 =U2 +D1 belongs to F n K. Similarly, there exist V1EC, VzE-KfJ 
and E 1, E2 EC c such that V:=V1+E2 = V2 + E 1EC n (-Kp). U and V satisfy the orthogonality 
co nditions in vi ew o[ (4) and (5) . He nce th ey are orthogonal solutions of F, C with r espec t to K. 
If th erefore Theorem 5 hold s [or co nes sa ti sfyin g (13), then it holds in general. 

Consider now a pair of comple mentary polar conical sets F = P + C and C = Q + CP with the 
cones C and K satisfying (13). Moreover, we suppose that F n K ~ 1'1 and C n - Kp ~ 1'1. Then we 
approximate C and K by increasing seque nces of polyhedral cones C(k) and K(lr), 

r;;; C = U C(ld 
(19) 

suchthatfork=1,2, ... andF(Jd:=P+C(td, 

(2U) 
and 

(21) 

We construct such a sequence of cones C(k ) from a sequence {X(k)} k= 1, 2 , ... of points everywhere 
dense in C. Since F n K ~ 0, we may assume that X( I) + PEF U J( and put 

Both 't&' {X(J ), ... , X(J.-)} and L,.· are polyhedral co nes, and th e s um of tw o polyh e dral cones is 
again polyhe dral. Sequence K(tc) is formed similarly. CU,) n K'(k) r;;; C n K r;;; Lt by (4). Thus (21) 
is satisfied. 

The sequ e nces of the polar cones C(Jdp and-K(J.-)p are decreasing sequ e nces which approxi· 
mate CP and-KIJ, respec tively, 

C(I )p d C(2)p d 

- K(J )p d - K (2)p d 

and satisfy for k = 1, 2, ... and C(k): = Q + C(k)p, 

and 

d CfJ= n C(k)p 

d - KfJ = n -K(k)P, 
(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Indeed if XEC, then there exists a sequence {X(I.-)},, =I,Z , . .. such that XU)EC(I.-) and X(I.-)~X. 
For every YE n C(I.·)p and all k we have therefore Y"X(I.-) ~ O. Hence yrX ~ 0 for all XEC, which 
proves YECP. The inclusion CfJ r;;; n C(I' )fJ is trivial. The same argument gives - Kp = n - K(I.-),J . 
The properties (23) and (24) follow immediately from OA') d C, - K(I.-),i d - Kp , and Lf, r;;; C(ld, 
- K(ld r;;; L t from polarizing (21). 

In what follows, we will re place sequences (19), and thereby sequences (22), repeatedly by 

suitable subsequences. The terms "sequences (19)" and "sequences (22)" will always refer to the 

current, and not to the ori.ginal specimens. Similarly, C(A'), K(I,) will be the kth elements of the 

sequences (19) as they stand after modifications, and U(ldEK(I.-), V(I.-)E-K(k)P will always be orthog· 

onal solutions ofF(I.-) = P + C(I,), C(ld = Q + C(k)P. Such orthogonal solutions exist by Theorem P. 
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The orthogonal solutions V(I.-) , V(J.-) are in general not uniquely determined. They can be modi
fied by adding arbitrary directions DEL F , EELc respectively. Indeed DEL F , EELc are directions of 
infinity of F(I,-J, C(ld with respect to K(J·), and we have seen that adding such multiples leads to 'new 
orthogonal solutions. Now let D I , • • . , Ds be a basis of Lp • Then there exist multipliers ai such 
that (;(1.): = V(k) -la;D;ELF. It follows that without restriction of generality, we may assume 

(25) 

Now either sequences (19) can be replaced by subsequences such that the limits 

V= lim V(k), V= lim V(k) 

exist, or II V(I.-) II ~ 00 or II V(h') II ~ 00. 

Assume that II V(I.-) II ~ 00. If sequences (19) are replaced by a suitable subsequence, then 
the sequence {V(I.-)/ II V(I.-) II} k - I, 2, ••• converges towards a direction D, II D II = 1. We have 

As C and K are closed by hypothesis, 

DEKnc. (26) 

Select any point UEF(J) n K. Then U EF(k) n K(J.-), and since V(k) is an optimal solution of program 
(8) over F(k) nK(k), we have 

In other words, the sequence {V(k)TQh=I,2, ' , , is bounded above, whence 

V(k)TQ 
DTQ = lim II V(k) II ~ o. (27) 

Select any point VEC n (-KP). Then DTV~ 0 as DEK and VE-KP, and DT(V-Q) ~ 0 as DEC 
and V - QECP. Hence D'rQ ~ O. Together with (27), this gives 

In other words, D is a direction of infinity of F, and 

by (13). On the other hand, DEL? by (25). Thus D = 0, which contradicts lID [ I = 1. Therefore 
II V(Je) II ~ 00 cannot hold. 

Assume then II V(le) II ~ 00. For suitable subsequences of sequences (23), 

. V(h')-O 

E = lIm II VUe) _ Q II 

andIIEII=1.Select any point VECn (-KP). Then VEC(I.-)n (-K(k)P) as sequences (22) are 
decreasing. Since V(k) is an optimal solution of program (9), 

PTV(k) ~ pTV for all k, 
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and therefore 

It then follows as before that EEL(;, contradi cting IIEII = 1 and EELt. 
W e may the refore assume that limits U, V exist. UEF n K and VEG n (-Kp), asC and K are 

closed. U(h")TV(!.:) = (U(k)-P)7'(V(h·)_ Q) = 0 for all k by orthogonality, and this carries over to 
U and V. The latter are th erefore orthogonal solutions of F and G. This completes the proof of 
Theorem S. 

5. Fenchel Duality 

Fenchel [2, 3] considers the following pair of dual programs 

Minimize f(X) - g(X) 

Maximize gC(y) - f C( Y). 
(28) 

Heref is a convex functionflRn~ R U {+oo} and g is a concave function gIR"~ R u {-oo} . It 
is convenient to consider f and g as defined everywhere on R" and to admit infinite fun c tion values. 
The obvious interpretation is used, whe ne ver infinite values occur in the convexity (concavity) 
conditions: 

f(A1X 1 + AzXz) ",; Ad(X1) + Azf(Xz) 

g(A1X 1 + AzXz) ~ AIg(X 1) + Azg(Xz) 

for all A I , A2 ~ 0 with A 1+ A2 = 1. The following "domains of finit e ness" 

K(f) :={XER"lf(X) < + oo}, K(g) :={XER"lg(X) > -oo} 

are convex under these circumstances . 
The function f e is the "convex conjugate" of f, and the fun c tion gC the "concave conjugate" 

of g. They are defined by 

F(Y) : = sup (YTX - f(X)), gC(y) : = inf {YTX - g(X)}. 
x x 

From this definition, 
fc(Y) ~ YTX - f(X), gC(y) ",; YTX - g(X) 

and therefore 
f(X) - g(X) ~ gC(y) - fc(y) 

for arbitrary X, YER". In other words, 

inf (f(X) -g(X)) ~ sup (gc(y) -jc(Y)). 
X Y 

The question examined by Daulity Theory is under which circumstances inf= sup, or stronger, 
min= max. The conditions 

K(f) n K(g) ~ P and K(fc) n K(gc) ~ P (29) 

are obviously necessary for min = max to hold. Another, in general necessary, condition is that 
the functions 

f and g are "closed", (30) 
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that is, lower semicontinuou s convex and upper semi continuous concave, respectively. In this 
case, f cC = f and gce = g. 

Except for polyhedral fun ctions, hypotheses (29) and (30) are not sufficient for min = max, 
not even for inf= sup to hold . So-called "duality gaps" may occur, as first communicated by Stoer 
in a letter to Karlin. The stronger hypotheses, 

(31) 

together with (30) ens ure min = max in the general case. Rockafellar [5] and Stoer [6, 7] investigated 
"stability" hypotheses weaker than (31) but stronger than (29), for which min = max or inf = sup 
obtain s. 

This situation is analogous to the one examined in this paper: Theorem P holds for polyhedral 
cones but not in general. Theorem I holds in general but is too weak to yield Theorem P in the special 
case of polyhedral cones. Theorem 5 finally gives a general result subject to stability conditions. 
One is therefore lead to expect a relationship between Fenchel's Duality theore m and Theorem S. 
We proceed to show that they are in fact equivalent. More precisely, we prove: 
THEOREM E: Foreach triple F = P + C, G = Q + C", K, where C, K are arbitrary closed cones and 
P, Q arbitrary points, there exist closed functions f and g, convex and concave respectively, such 
that F, G have orthogonal solutions UEK, V E - K" if and only if min = max for the corresponding 
programs (28), and vice versa, for each pair of such closedfunctions f, g there exists a triple F, G, K 
such that again equivalence holds between the statement min = !nax and the existence of orthogonal 
solutions . 

PROOF: Given a triple (F=P+C, G= Q+ CfJ, K), define 

Then 

f(X) : = {QTX for X. EK 
CXJ otherWIse 

g(X) : _ { 0 for XEP +. C 
- CXJ otherWIse. 

Jc(Y) = s up (YTX - f(X)) = sup (Y - Q)"X = { 0 for YEQ. + KJJ 
x x." 00 otherWIse. 

Putting Z : = X - P , one has similarly 

gC(y) = inf (YTX - g(X)) = inf YTX = YIP + inf YT Z , 
x x.p +c z.c 

and therefore 

gC(y) = {YTP if YE - . cP 
- CXJ otherWIse. 

Programs (28) the n become 

Minimize QTX with X subject to 

XE(P+ C) n K 

Maximize yrp with Y subject to 
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Substituting U : = X, V : = Q - Y, and transforming the maximization program into a minimization 
program yield s program s (8) and (9), and it has been shown that the existence of orthogonal solu
tions is equivale nt to min + min = 0 for these programs. 

In ord er 1.0 prove the co nverse direc tion , we transform the minimization program (28) into 

Introducing the cones 

and the Ii near su bspace 

we formulate program 

Minimize Zl - Z2 with Z l , Z2, X subject to 

Z I ~ f (X), Z2 :%; g(X) . 

Cf~ ~ [()' ~J(X) ] 
c,,~ ~ [G}, ~g(X) l 

L: = 
I~ 
Ix 
L~ 

Minimize Z 1- Zz subject to 

XI 0 
Zl 0 
tl E(Cf x Cu) n 1 +L X2 0 
Zz 0 
t 2 1 

We proceed to prove, that 

programs (32) and (33) are equivalent. 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

We have to show, that if (ZI, Zz, X) is a feasible solution of (32), th en (tl = 1, t2 = 1, ZI, Zz, XI =X, 
X 2 = X) is a feasible solution of (33), and vice versa. 

For an auxiliary argument, consider any closed convex set Kin Rk , and the co nvex cone 

Th e n H (K) is not necessarily closed. However, H (K) .and H (K) differ only in points (:) wit h 

W = O. Indeed, le t 

( W(I/ ) ) (W) 
w(l/) -i> W 

be a co nvergent sequ e nce of nonzero ele me nts of H (K), l. e., W(I/)/w(l/)d(. If w > 0, then 
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L 

W(nl/W(nl---;. W/wEK as K is closed. But then ( :) EH(K). Thus only if w= 0 may (~) be in 

H(K) but not in H(K). 
As the functions f and g are closed, so are the convex sets 

The above argument can therefore be employed to show that 

where T denotes the plane characterized by tl = t2 = 1. In the expression (34) for the feasible 
region of (33), one can then replace (Cj X Cg ) by (Cj X Cg) nT, (Cj X Cg ) n T and (Cjx Cg ) 

successively, without changing the set. It is then plain that the points in (34) correspond to the 
feasible solutions of (32). 

Program (33) is oj type (8). 

The product Cf xC y plays the role of K , and the linear subspace L plays the role of C. Furthermore 

0 0 
1 0 

Q= 0 P= 1 
0 

, 
0 

-1 0 
0 1 

We have to show, that the corresponding program (9), 

Minimize WI + W2 subject to 

YI 0 
Sl 1 
WI E- (Cfx Cg )71 n 0 +v-
Y2 0 
S2 -1 
W2 0 

is indeed equivalent to the maximization program (28). To this end, we note that 

-Y 
o 

L"- = WI IW I, W2ER, YER" . 
Y 
o 

All feasible solutions of program (36) are therefore necessarily of the form 
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(36) 



- y 
1 

WI 
Y 

- 1 
W2 

These points mu st moreover belon g to - (Cjx Cg)p. As (CfX Cy)P= (Cjx Cy)P= (Cjx C,,)p , 
all feasible solutions are characterized by 

- yt'X +Z I +WI ~ 0 and yTX -Z2+W2 ~ 0 whenever ZI ~ f(X) and Z2 ~ g(X), 

in addition to being of the form (37). These conditions are clearly equivalent to 

-YTX+f(X)+wl ~ OforallXERIl 

and 
YTX - g(X) + W2 ~ 0 for aLL XERn , 

respec tively. These in turn are equivale nt to 

WI ~ f C(Y) and W2 ~ - gC(y). 
Hence program (36) becomes 

or 
Maximize gC(y) - tc (Y) , 

which was to be shown.-
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